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WIFI - MonteleoneMeetingNet Password: safety2019
Twitter - #PSTrust2019
Logistics

- Bathrooms
- Exits
- Lunch - Royal Room
- Reception – Royal Room
- Breakout Room – Queen Anne B
- Beignets – 9:30PM at Café Du Monde
- WIFI – MonteleoneMeetingNet  P/W – safety2019
- Twitter - #PSTrust2019
Webcast Live
Send your questions during webcast to
questions@pstrust.org
Safety Moment
Retirement Rumors

- I am a complete failure at retirement!
Why are we here? 20 Years Ago
Why are we here? 19 Years Ago
Why are we here? Nearly 10 Years Ago
Why are we here? Last Year

Dozens of gas blasts rock Boston suburbs, killing at least one, injuring 12
Why are we here? Last Summer
How we came into being

“... there’s going to be a Trust that’s going to be funded as part of today’s sentencing. With $4,000,000 ... they’ve nowhere near the lobbying potential of the oil industry. It’s not even David and Goliath. It’s more like Bambi and Godzilla. You’ve heard people today that are going to spend their lives trying to make this right, and they should be listened to. No industry polices itself very well... you need outside people, and these are going to be the people so pay attention to.”

The Honorable Barbara Rothstein
United States District Judge
At Olympic Pipe Line Co Sentencing
Who is in the room?

- Gas Pipeline Operator, 28, 17%
- Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Operator, 34, 21%
- Local / Tribal Government, 14, 9%
- Concerned Public, 30, 19%
- Regulator, 19, 12%
- Union, 9, 6%
- Consultant/Vendor/Lawyer, 25, 16%

Who is in the room?
Where are we from?

Conference Attendee States & Provinces
Introductions
Thanks to PHMSA for supplying the live webcast!

And welcome to the hundreds of people that this webcast allows to watch from afar.

Send your questions during webcast to questions@pstrust.org
ILI (Smart Pigs) Showcase

Thanks to INGAA and the INGAA Foundation!

Royal Room
5:00 – 7:00
Thanks for helping citizens participate!
Focus on Pipeline Safety
On Friday

A Roundtable Discussion

20 years after Bellingham are we really safer?
Is safety really the highest priority?

Have questions related to this?
Send then to carl@pstrust.org
Thank You
Thank You For Attending!
Let’s get this discussion started

Opening Address
Howard “Skip” Elliot – PHMSA Administrator
Next Up

Food For Thought - Clearly There is Still Much Safety Work Left To Do

Merrimack Valley, Massachusetts Incident
Next Up

This Room
Integrity Management – Has it Lived Up to Its Promise?

Queen Anne B
Pipeline Safety in a Time of Energy Transition
Next Up After Lunch

Food For Thought - Clearly There is Still Much Safety Work Left To Do

Lincoln County, Kentucky Incident
Next Up

This Room
Have Major New Non-Regulatory Initiatives in the Past 20 years
Improved Safety?

Queen Anne B
What's new in this Year’s Congressional Reauthorization bills?
Applying Gas Leak Detection Data Analytics to Risk Modeling and Assessment

Queen Anne B Have Technology Advances over the past 20 years Improved Safety?
Next Up - Royal Room
Pipeline Safety Trust Board of Directors’ Reception for Attendees –
&
INGAA ILI (Smart Pigs) Technology Showcase